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In this supplementary material, we first give details on the segmentation of videos into clips. Next, we show more alignment results computed by our approach on the datasets HM-1, HM-2, and YMS that require one-to-many matching and
contain clips that do not match any sentences (i.e., null clips). For illustration purposes, each figure below represents only
a small portion (6-12 consecutive clips) of the entire aligned sequence. Each frame represents a video clip. The aligned
sentences are shown with wide brackets below or above the clips.

1. Implementation Details
As discussed in Sec. 3.2 in the main paper, we customize the action inventory using knowledge of the dataset. For one-toone matching with null video clips, we use the actions Pop Clip and Match. For one-to-many matching with null video clips,
we use Pop Clip, Pop Sentence, and Match-Retain Sentence. For all the experiments, action decoding is done greedily.
For the joint pre-training, we use 500 dimensions for the LSTM sentence encoder and 300 for the joint embeddings. The
dimensions of the word and image embedding are 300 and 4096, respectively, while the margin in the ranking objective
function is α = 0.05. L2 regularization is used to prevent over-fitting. The batch size is set to 32 and the number of
contrastive samples is 31 for every positive pair. The model is trained with the Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 10−4
and gradient clipping of 2.0. Early stopping on the validation set is used to avoid over-fitting.
The alignment network uses 300 dimensions for the video and text stacks, 20 dimensions for the matched stack and 8 for
the history stack. Optionally, we feed two additional variables into the fully connected layer: the numbers of elements left in
the video and text stacks to improve the performance on very long sequences in the YMS dataset. The alignment network is
first trained with the encoding networks fixed with a learning rate of 0.001. After that, the entire model is trained end-to-end
with a learning rate of 10−5 . For HM-0, HM-1, and HM-2, we use the original data split of LSMDC. For YMS, we use a
80/10/10 split for training, validation and test sets.
Details of Video Segmentation The video segmentation can be achieved using any shot boundary detection algorithm.
In this work, we segment the input videos into video clips by a Python/OpenCV-based scene detection program1 that uses
threshold/content on a given video. For the parameters, we choose the content-aware detection method with the threshold
of 20 and minimum length of 5 frames. Having a low threshold and minimum length usually results in over-segmentation.
However, NeuMATCH can handle this resulting over-segmentation with the ability of one-to-many matching.

2. Alignment Results
2.1. Successful results for Hollywood Movies 1 (HM-1)
The video sequences in HM-1 contain clips from other movies that are inserted into the original sequence, as explained in
the main paper.

1 https://github.com/Breakthrough/PySceneDetect
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null

He opens the door to a dower, clean cut man.

He grabs him.

With a fuzzy shawl and cap, and a ruffled skirt.

Figure 1: From the movie Jack and Jill in dataset HM-1. The fifth frame is from the movie This is 40, which is successfully
assigned as null. Note the last two frames have very similar content (two women in dresses) to the sentence “With a fuzzy
shawl and cap, and a ruffled skirt.”, but our algorithm was able to identify them correctly.

null

A dark haired man in a suit enters.
Larry heads for the door.

null
He smiles boyishly.

In his room, he plays a guitar.

Figure 2: From the movie Blind Dating in dataset HM-1. The third frame is from the movie Inside Man, and the fifth frame
is from the movie Jack and Jill, which are correctly assigned to null.

Juno wanders into the lobby and steps up to the counter.

She nods obediently.

As she starts to fill in the form, she becomes aware of a black woman seated nearby
crumbing her fingers against her clipboard.

Figure 3: From the movie Juno in dataset HM-1. The one-to-many assignment for the last three clips is correctly identified
even when there is a significant perspective and content change through the clips.

2.2. Successful results for Hollywood Movies 2 (HM-2)
Each video sequence in HM-2 consists of consecutive clips from a single movie, where some sentences were discarded in
order to create null clips. It still requires one-to-many matching of the sentences and the assignment of null clips.

He scrambles to his feet and runs away, followed by his cronies.

null

null

Figure 4: From the movie Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban in dataset HM-2

He looks shocked.

null

He pours vodka on the cut.

null

He looks slightly uneasy.
Later that morning, he drives the BMW into the deserted car park.

Figure 5: From the movie Bad Santa in dataset HM-2

At the baseball game, the pitcher pitches and the batter hits.

null

null

He sits nearby.

Figure 6: From the movie The Ugly Truth in dataset HM-2. The third clip contains a vodka bottle, which is mentioned in first
sentence. The fourth and the fifth clips are very similar. However, the algorithm finds the correct alignment.

null

He cycles on between the headstones.

null

null

A tear rolls down his cheek and he wipes it away with his hand.

Hearing a noise, he looks up.

Figure 7: From the movie Super 8 in dataset HM-2. The boy and the bicycle are visible in both the second and the third clips,
but the headstones only appear in the third clip. The algorithm makes the correct decision.

She hands the nurse a yellow file, takes another one from her, and walks across the open plan office.

null

null

She looks up at him who's watching her
from his wheelchair.

Figure 8: From the movie Unbreakable in dataset HM-2. The wheelchair is only visible in the last clip and the algorithm
successfully picks that up.

2.3. Successful results for YouTube Movie Summaries (YMS)
In the YMS dataset, the sentences are longer than HM-1 and HM-2, and they tend to describe multiple events. We asked
the annotators to break them down into small units, which allows them to precisely align the text with the video sequence.
These sequences tend to be much more complex than HM-1 and HM-2.

2.4. Failure Cases
We present two failure cases below. The ground truth is shown with green brackets and NeuMATCH’s predictions are
with orange brackets.

They steal a few pages

from an ancient mystical text belonging to

the Ancient One,

a long-lived sorcerer,

who has taught every student at Kamar-Taj, including Kaecilius,
in the mystic arts.

Figure 9: From the movie Doctor Strange in dataset YMS. The original video is available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=fZeW-KUXHKY

...
they pierce a hole in his
head

and Pennywise escapes
down a drain, seemingly
dead.

Henry is driven insane from seeing Pennywise's deadlights
and ends up taking credit for all the missing and murdered
children,

and Henry is
institutionalized.

The group agrees to come back to Dreary if It ever returns.

Figure 10: From the movie It (1990) in dataset YMS. The original video is available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=c-sIoODkpuU

...
however, Mad Eye Moody

and Harry's owl, Hedwig,

are both killed.

Harry has a vision of the wand-maker, Olivander, being tortured by Voldemort

...
for information on a mystical wand.

The next day, the Minister of Magic arrives to reuse Dumbledore's will and presents them with a
Deluminator,

a book called The Tales of
Beedle the Bard,

and Harry's first Golden
Snitch that he ever caught.

Figure 11: From the movie Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows in dataset YMS. The original video is available at https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfuRErj9TkY

Later they sit at a pier.

Tommy leaps over a railing, separating the pier from the water.

Dylan dashes over and finds him in a motor boat.

...
Later they sit at a pier.

Tommy leaps over a railing, separating the pier from the water.

null

null

null

She joins Lorna on the sofa.

...

...
Dylan dashes over and finds him in a motor boat.

She joins Lorna on the sofa.

Figure 12: From the movie Friends with Benefits in dataset HM-2. The assignments with green marks represent the ground
truth while orange marks represent our result. The first failure is that the second sentence is matched with two more clips, but
the additional clips also contain the “railing” and the “water”, which may have confused the algorithm. Similarly, the boat
appears in the sixth and seventh clips, which may have caused the wrong alignment with the third sentence.

She opens the door and looks horrified.

null

null

null

He takes it off, revealing his toned chest.

...
She takes off her shoes and flings them aside.

null

She opens the door and looks horrified.

null

He turns again and gestures emphatically.

He takes it off, revealing his toned chest.

He walks up to her door and knocks.

...
He turns again and gestures emphatically.

She stares at him.

...
null

null

He walks up to her door and knocks.

She stares at him.

Figure 13: From the movie The Ugly Truth in dataset HM-2. The assignments with green marks represent the ground truth
while orange marks represent our result.

